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A self-absorbed look into how 
Ted Adelson and his ideas have 
enriched my scientific journey
Also how to generate informative line drawings from photographs



My main connection to Ted
I wasn’t lucky enough to be his PhD student



My main connection to Ted
But we have the same birthday (March 30)



After my PhD, I wanted to simulate visual adaptation
I quickly found that Ted’s work on rods was instrumental
• And learned that we must take into account perception of real scene as well 

as perception of an image
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I attended Ted’s material appearance seminar
A transformative experience that inspired more than my work on materials
• The wonders of exploring what questions may hide


• In research, finding a good question is more than half of the work


• Interdisciplinary work is important and exciting


• There is a lot we can learn from art



I was emboldened to explore how properties in 
images relate to our perception of the world
Class The Art and Science of Depiction

• https://people.csail.mit.edu/fredo/ArtAndScienceOfDepiction/


• I read a lot of design and art+science books. The majority of them showed the 
checkerboard illusion

https://people.csail.mit.edu/fredo/ArtAndScienceOfDepiction/


I argued that making images is an inverse of 
inverse problem and an optimization
Inspired in large part by Hermann von Helmholz

• And of course I had to include (questionably plagiarized) checkerboard 
illusions



Then I had to choose a job in 2002
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Then I had to choose a job in 2002



Photographic style transfer
Based on local texture energy

Input
Reference

Output



Fast local Laplacian
Basis for Adobe Photoshop & Lightroom tone adjustments



Motion magnification



A lot of my graphics and computational photography 
work has to do with the Plenoptic function
and the insight that light field, space time, etc. are all similar

Wavefront coding in the 
space of light rays

Plenoptic function insight Same coding  
but in space-time



I was recently asked what the biggest photography 
innovations were since the advent of digital



Plenoptic/dual-pixel on-sensor autofocus
Biggest innovation since the beginning of digital photography



Impact of plenoptic/dual-pixel on-sensor AF
Enables phase-based (~stereo) autofocus on sensor, without mirror 
Made mirrorless competitive with DSLR
• Can focus while recording a Video


• Can perform face/eye detection for AF because you have 
access to the sensor 


• Makes mechanical design much simpler (no need for mirror, 
etc.) -> cheaper, more reliable


• Removing the mirror makes lens design easier (more space) 
(e.g. Canon 24-70 f/2 was impossible before.)


• https://www.diyphotography.net/the-dslr-will-probably-die-are-
mirrorless-the-future-of-large-standalone-cameras/

https://www.diyphotography.net/the-dslr-will-probably-die-are-mirrorless-the-future-of-large-standalone-cameras/
https://www.diyphotography.net/the-dslr-will-probably-die-are-mirrorless-the-future-of-large-standalone-cameras/


Apparent Ridges
Started with an insight from Ted
• First, human perception is sensitive to the variation of shading,  

and since shape perception is little affected by lighting and reflectance 
modification, we should focus on normal variation. 


• Second, view-dependent lines better convey smooth surfaces. 


• From this we define view-dependent curvature, and apparent ridges as the 
loci of points that maximize a view-dependent curvature.

Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of SIGGRAPH 2007



Apparent Ridges

Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of SIGGRAPH 2007



15 years later, still competitive
Sure, state of the art with deep learning is better



15 years later, still competitive
State of the art with deep learning is better, but still relies on apparent ridges



Apparent Ridges as inverse of inverse?



Apparent Ridges as inverse of inverse?
Requires Ted’s brain to provide insights



Can we generate line drawings by optimizing the similarity 
of the percept they elicit to the real percept?
Put human brains in an optimization inner loop?



What if we replace the brain by an artificial brain? 



Informative line drawings



Goal: generate line drawing that can convey the 
same 3D shape and somatic as an input photo
Without paired training data

Input photoSame perception of shape and semantics

Output line drawing



Approach: compare prediction for shape (depth) 
and semantics (CLIP) for photo & output drawing
Plus compare RGB, and a GAN loss on unpaired training drawings

Input photo
Depth map

Output line drawing

CLIP

+



Approach: compare prediction for shape (depth) 
and semantics (CLIP) for photo & output drawing
Plus compare RGB, and a GAN loss on unpaired training drawings









Try it!
https://huggingface.co/spaces/carolineec/informativedrawings



Thank you Ted
Some of the things I have learned 
• Look for questions. Explore half-formed questions


• Explore, experiment, in your head or with small models


• Step back, is the big picture making sense


• Don’t be afraid to work with people with more expertise than you in various areas


• Multidisciplinary work keeps life interesting


• Art matters


• Trust your own visual system.


• You don’t need a big research group to have impact 


• One piece of great work is more important than multiple good works  
(quality not quantity)


• Don’t let sponsors make your life difficult


